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Films and the cinema (Medium 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of film and cinema-related vocabulary.

Across
2. acting
4. subtitles
7. background music
9. horror film
10. French film
12. multiscreen

Down
1. dubbed
3. classic film
5. subject
6. cinema
8. drama
11. screen

Films and the cinema (Medium 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of film and cinema-related vocabulary.

Across
8. French film
9. drama
10. screen
11. subtitles
12. dark (film)

Down
1. classic film
2. documentary
3. funny (film)
4. multiscreen
5. background music
6. feature film
7. acting

Films and the cinema (Medium 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of film and cinema-related vocabulary.

Across
3. acting
5. subtitles
6. a tragicomedy
10. horror film
11. background music
12. multiscreen
13. French film

Down
1. screen
2. cinema
4. classic film
7. boring (film)
8. dark (film)
9. subject

Films and the cinema (Medium 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of film and cinema-related vocabulary.

Across
1. cinema
3. multiscreen
6. dark (film)
7. subtitles
8. a tragicomedy
11. horror film
12. screen
13. feature film

Down
2. acting
4. short (film)
5. background music
9. boring (film)
10. drama